
ABA AUSTRALIA RETREAT MAY 2019 

What it was like… 
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

Sunrise over Byron Bay beach 

I recently flew from New Zealand to Australia. A 3-hour flight across the ditch, then had the best company 

driving me to Byron Bay for our ABA retreat.  

Blessed twice is how I feel. My second time in ABA and second ABA gathering. I met 3 other wonderful 

fellow travellers. I felt blessed to be witnessing, hearing 12 Step lineages through the Big Book of AA 

surrendered and sober through the ABA text book, programme of recovery. 

The food, meals, preparation, togetherness and prayer surrounding meals was “Perfect” in every sense of 

the word. I loved the market and grocery shops with my Sponsor preparing for the weekend and got to 

other areas nearby I have never been to.  Thank you to this lady always, for taking me to these places and 

sharing these activities with me. Forever grateful. I really enjoyed being in the kitchen preparing and 

working with others which is such a freedom.  

Our workshops were gifts giving and getting freely. The 12 Programme working in action, passing it on 

while receiving the gift of sobriety in togetherness. The wee shopping outings were awesome and 

connecting with others too. Meditating on the beach and walking to a local tourist spot, a lighthouse, were 

part of what made the weekend varied and a time I will treasure forever. My personal journey was lovely 

and also contained wee surrenders throughout my time away from home which may not always feel all 

the preferred emotions I prefer to feel at the time yet through my greatest surrenders come my greatest 

freedoms.  

The recovery I witness from other ABA members is wonderful and we are so, so lucky. It’s so precious what 

we have here in ABA. I am grateful to all those involved and my children and especially my partner at home 

for having our kids while I had this special time away. This is all because of the 12 Steps which is where I 

have realised a higher power is there for me who gives me this life and shows me the way. Honesty open 

mindedness and willingness. 

Keep coming back! It works! � no matter what. 

I fear a lot of stuff and I use food to regulate my feelings.  It puts me out of touch with myself and others. I 

am so grateful am in recovery and took the brave steps to embrace and fully enjoy the magic of the retreat.  

I was as present as I possibly felt I could be and I felt something shift in me that weekend.  I can’t put my 

finger on it but it felt like my HP was holding us, along with the other 3 HPs.  It was fun it was safe it was 

relaxed joyful playful intense everything and I loved being with it All and you All  

I pray this is a regular item on our ABA Australian calendar 

Kim X 

Step 2 artwork 



 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The May ABA retreat in Byron Bay was an incredible 

experience. It was amazing to meet, face to face, the ABA 

members that I have only ever had contact with online.  

The weekend's workshops were very powerful, going through 

the steps in detailed way. Each one was an incredible growing 

experience and helped me to strengthen my recovery and my 

understanding of the program. It's been a few weeks now and 

I am still feeling the benefits of it. 

It was the first time I met my sponsor face to face. After years 

of working on my recovery with her, it was a powerful Higher 

Power when she stepped through the door. One of the many 

gifts of this program is experiencing intense gratitude and I can 

certainly say I was feeling it! For me, this retreat also gave me 

incredible nurturing. Being alongside my fellow ABAers in 

meals, prayers, walks, workshops and meetings for three days 

filled my heart and allowed for incredible joy. Thank you to all 

of you. I felt free to experience, hand over and show my faith 

in my H.P. without holding back. I give thanks to all on the 

retreat, both physically and on line. I look forward, with 

excitement, to the next one!! 

Cherie 

The ABA retreat in Byron Bay was “beyond my wildest dreams”!  

I had a wonderful weekend full of friendship, laughter, tears, 

good meals, fun time, beautiful nature … and beyond all, bathed 

in the warm embrace of a Higher Power. 

It was such a journey for me. From the moment it was 

suggested we could organise an “Australian ABA gathering”, I 

thought it would be a good idea but put it in the “too hard 

basket” of my brain! Anyway, sure enough we broke the whole 

thing in “smaller steps”: organise a meeting, set a date, find a 

location… our little “committee group” found its way of 

operating (it took a while to find our mark). In the end we kept 

it very low key, rotated the positions (chair, note taker etc). And 

it all worked out!! 

I had to face quite a few fears. The biggest one eating with 

fellow ABA members. Turned out that was such a breeze and 

the food was wonderful! From the first meal together, I felt our 

Higher Power was there so strongly. it was so special being 

physically together, praying together before eating.  

Another fear was not knowing how I would handle a whole 

weekend with fellow ABA friends. I am a rather private person 

who needs my space. It was so good to get to know the girls and 

find common interest outside of ABA. I love my quiet time in 

the morning, and that worked out perfectly going out for our 

beach quite time. I love shopping (not a very “spiritual 

practice”) and we found time to do that also!  

We supported each other through the whole process, opened 

up about what we were feeling, accepted everyone strength 

and weaknesses. In the Southern Hemisphere our fellowship is 

small but strong!  

Lou 
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